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Steelmakers in Mariupol work to restore transportation routes

Metinvest Group's Ilyich Iron & Steel Works of Mariupol and Azovstal employed temporary measures to receive

raw materials and transport finished products before the railway connection is restored between the enterprises

and Mariupol Merchant Sea Port.

Due to a terrorist act on December 23, a railway bridge over the Kalchik River was blown up near the 1,260 km

distance marker, which was both an important avenue for the supply of raw materials to the plants and a key

delivery route for finished products to port. Ilyich Iron & Steel Works of Mariupol and Azovstal had to reduce

production volumes in their main shops.

The situation with Azovstal's coke and chemical production process was also difficult. Raw coal stocks in the

plant's warehouses equalled five days of operation. In order to avoid a stoppage of the coke and chemical

production process, coal is being delivered via large trucks and by sea to Azovstal's port directly. Ilyich Iron &

Steel Works of Mariupol also faced difficulties with iron ore concentrate and sinter ore supplies. Both metallurgical

plants are working to renew uninterrupted deliveries of finished products. Warehouses of slabs and merchant

rolled products can be fully used up within a week, leading to the risk of a full interruption in production.

To restore deliveries to the metallurgical plant, about 20% of the raw material flow was directed from Mariupol

Merchant Sea Port to Azovstal's port. The production process at both enterprises is currently supported by using

the residual stock of raw materials from the warehouses.

Finished products to be exported from Mariupol Merchant Sea Port are being redirected to Black Sea ports; trucks

were partially used to deliver the metal to the port. Due to lack of its own transport means, the enterprises are

leasing large trucks from third-party carriers. The measures only resolved part of the issues caused by the terrorist

act. In addition to their colleagues at the Mariupol enterprises, Metinvest's specialists are continuing to look for

alternatives for shipping steel products.

The restoration of the railway connection to the Mariupol Merchant Sea Port remains the most convenient

method for delivering raw materials and shipping finished products, but it is impossible to resolve the logistics

issues without the railway.

Yuriy Zinchenko, general director of Ilyich Iron & Steel Works of Mariupol:

"We are working in extreme conditions today, but maintaining production. We need to reorient the flow of coke,

coal, iron ore and finished products to alternative routes in the shortest possible time. However, it will be difficult

for us to work without restoring the railway connection to the port. That is why we are trying to speed up

restoration work. Cranes have been working to dismantle the wreck of the bridge since Tuesday. A project to

erect a new bridge structure is in progress in parallel. It is difficult to talk about timing because of the amount of

destruction, but we understand now that this work will take at least one month. In these circumstances, we will

have to switch to deliveries by truck again, which we stopped doing in 2013 to preserve the city's streets. We

hope for the understanding of residents and a quick restoration of the railway."

Enver Tskitishvili, general director of Azovstal:

"We are indignant about the attack against our employees. One of our colleagues, an employee of Azovstal, died

in the armed assault. He gave his life to prevent one more bridge from being blow up. It is clear that the terrorists,

which cannot be called by any other name, planned to strike at the heart of the city's economy. The attack on the

steel workers is an attack on all Mariupol residents. Sabotage and the military action in Donetsk and Luhansk

regions has put the entire metals and mining sector of Ukraine on the edge of survival. Every day, we are facing

the threat of interruptions in railway connections, electricity supplies, and coke production. If this happens, not

just the individual enterprises will be harmed, entire cities will suffer. We will do everything possible to ride out

these conditions and we thank our colleagues – energy sector employees, railway staff, port staff, transport

specialists, builders and maintenance personnel for their prompt assistance.”
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